Neural correlates of multiple object tracking strategies.
Amazingly, human observers can track four independently moving targets. The present study investigated the neural correlates of multiple-object tracking (MOT). Based on previous work we used a modified MOT-task to which subjects exhibited different behaviors. One half of the subjects showed slower RTs and higher error rates with increasing correspondence between tracked items and a probe consisting of 4 highlighted items presented after the tracking. The other half of the subjects had better performance when the probe fully matched the tracked items. Here we sought to investigate the neural representation of the two divergent behavior types. Using multivariate pattern analysis we observed two partly overlapping functional networks associated with the different behaviors. Subjects that responded fast and accurate to full-congruity trials predominantly showed a functional pattern for the full-congruity condition that was very different from patterns associated with any of the partly congruent conditions. This "deviant" pattern was observed in frontal, parietal and extrastriate visual brain areas. In the group of subjects with decreasing performance for increasing target-probe congruity these same regions exhibited a very different functional relationship, in which increasing congruities were associated with linearly changing neural activity patterns. Early low-tier visual areas exclusively exhibited the linear classification pattern while area LO and the primary motor cortex exclusively showed the deviant pattern across all subjects. The coexistence of both networks in groups with different behaviors provides the neural basis for a flexible behavior that can be flexibly adjusted as a function of the strategy employed in the task.